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Owing to the finding that Dengvaxia® (the only licensed dengue vaccine to
date) increases the risk of severe illness among seronegative recipients, the
World Health Organization has recommended screening individuals for
their serostatus prior to vaccination. To decide whether and how to carry
out screening, it is necessary to estimate the transmission intensity of
dengue and to understand the performance of the screening method. In
this study, we inferred the annual force of infection (FOI; a measurement
of transmission intensity) of dengue virus in three locations in Vietnam:
An Giang (FOI = 0.04 for the below 10 years age group and FOI = 0.20 for
the above 10 years age group), Ho Chi Minh City (FOI = 0.12) and Quang
Ngai (FOI = 0.05). In addition, we show that using a quantitative approach
to immunoglobulin G (IgG) levels (measured by indirect enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays) can help to distinguish individuals with primary
exposures ( primary seropositive) from those with secondary exposures
(secondary seropositive). We found that primary-seropositive individuals—the main targets of the vaccine—tend to have a lower IgG level, and, thus,
they have a higher chance of being misclassified as seronegative than
secondary-seropositive cases. However, screening performance can be
improved by incorporating patient age and transmission intensity into the
interpretation of IgG levels.

1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
online at https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.c.4575644.

Dengue is the most rapidly spreading mosquito-borne viral disease in humans
[1]. Globally, this acute systemic viral infection causes around 58.4 million
symptomatic cases, leading to an estimate of 10 000–20 000 deaths annually
[2–4]. Although dengue virus (DENV) infections are often asymptomatic, infection can cause a wide range of clinical outcomes, from mild fever—normally
followed by a full recovery—to potentially deadly dengue shock syndrome
[5]. Four serotypes of dengue virus co-circulate in various parts of the world
[6]. While infection with one serotype results in long-term immunity against
© 2019 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Serological samples
The serum samples tested in this analysis were collected as part
of a serum bank established in 2009, which comprises residual
serum samples from 10 hospital laboratories in 10 different provinces and cities of Vietnam. For this serum bank, 200 residual
serum samples from across all age groups are randomly collected
from each of the participating hospitals every 2 or 4 months.
Samples were collected from both inpatients and outpatients
(HIV patients are excluded) regardless of the reason for the
patients’ presentation at the hospitals. Samples were anonymized
and delinked before being sent to the serum bank. Data on
age, gender, date of sample collection and hospital ward were
preserved. The serum bank was approved by the Scientific and
Ethics Committee of the Hospital for Tropical Diseases in
Ho Chi Minh City and the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics
Committee at the University of Oxford and has been used for
past sero-epidemiology studies on avian influenza [42], human
influenza [43], hepatitis E virus [44] and chikungunya virus [45].
For the current analysis, we randomly selected serum samples
that were collected between 2014 and 2015 from the following
three hospitals (figure 1): the Hospital for Tropical Diseases (Ho
Chi Minh City, 356 samples), the An Giang Central General Hospital (Long Xuyen, An Giang Province, 276 samples) and the Quang
Ngai General Hospital (Quang Ngai City, Quang Ngai Province,
266 samples). The serum samples were selected based on their
age groups (5 year increments) with an aim of having a uniform distribution of samples across age groups (table 1). However, in Ho Chi
Minh City, more samples were collected for the age groups between
10 and 25 years as they were part of a pilot analysis to assess the
feasibility of using IgG levels for classifying primary and secondary
exposures. Because we expected a lower dengue transmission intensity in Quang Ngai [35,36], the targeted age groups in this location
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and hence leading to loss in vaccination effectiveness and
even increases in hospitalization rates.
Approximately 10.5 million dengue virus infections occur
every year in Vietnam, a quarter of which are symptomatic
cases [2]. This high endemicity makes the country an
ideal site for vaccine trials [33] and a setting that could
benefit from a routine use of an effective dengue vaccine.
Furthermore, the fact that dengue transmission intensity
varies greatly across the country—with higher incidence
observed in southern provinces [34–36]—potentially enables
investigation of how different transmission settings affect
the implementation of vaccination programmes. As Vietnam
shares common epidemiological characteristics with other
countries in the region [37–39], findings from Vietnam will
contribute to the global initiative for controlling dengue.
In this paper, we have two primary aims. Our first aim is
to estimate the FOI of dengue and to understand how that
FOI varies across different age/time periods and across
different regions of Vietnam. We analysed the serological
data collected from three populations of Vietnam: An
Giang, Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai. The inferred
transmission intensities from this study will help to evaluate
the potential for routine vaccination in each location [40]. The
second aim of our analysis is to develop a statistical method
to assess whether it is possible at a population level to use
IgG levels (as measured using an indirect IgG ELISA) to
differentiate past primary dengue virus infection from secondary infection [41]. This could guide the use of screening
programmes to target vaccination programmes.
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that serotype, it is thought to induce only short-lived crossprotection against the other serotypes [5,7,8]. After this
brief period of cross-protection, subneutralizing concentrations
of
pre-existing
heterologous
antibodies—
generated as a result of the first exposure to dengue ( primary
infection)—may favour viral uptake into cells and enhance
viral replication, leading to more severe symptoms during a
subsequent infection with a different serotype (secondary
infection) [9–11]. This infection-enhancing phenomenon is
referred to as the antibody-dependent enhancement [9,12–15].
After the secondary infection, individuals are believed to
be generally protected against all serotypes since postsecondary infections have rarely been observed as
hospitalized cases [16–18].
To date, the only licensed dengue vaccine, Dengvaxia®
(CYD-TDV), is a live attenuated recombinant tetravalent vaccine that has been approved for use in individuals aged 9–45
years with previous documented exposure to dengue [19,20].
The efficacy of this vaccine varies by dengue serotype, age at
vaccination and serostatus prior to vaccination [21,22]. While
high efficacy (up to 93.7%) was reported in individuals who
were seropositive prior to vaccination [21], a study has shown
that the vaccine increases the risk of developing severe illness
among seronegative recipients [22]. Therefore, the World
Health Organization (WHO) has recommended a ‘prevaccination screening strategy’ for Dengvaxia®, in which only
seropositive individuals are vaccinated [23,24]. However, in
order to decide whether and how to carry out individual
screening, it is useful to estimate the force of infection (FOI; a
measurement for the transmission intensity, quantifying the
hazard of infection that susceptible individuals experience) of
dengue in individual populations [23,25]. In general, mass vaccination programmes are less likely to cause increased
hospitalization risk in places where the transmission intensity
is higher [26,27]. Yet, in hyperendemic settings, the costeffectiveness of vaccination may decrease substantially, as
many vaccine doses could be given to individuals who are
already naturally protected by a prior secondary infection.
Furthermore, since the FOI of dengue is not a static quantity
[28], dengue seroprevalence and screening performance may
change over time, requiring re-evaluation of the cost–benefit
of vaccination. Therefore, understanding the dynamics
of dengue FOI is vital for designing, implementing and
monitoring vaccine interventions [28].
Indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs)
to detect anti-dengue immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies
have often been employed to infer individual infection
histories and to understand the population-level exposure
to dengue, through which the FOI of dengue can be
estimated [29–31]. Conventionally, interpretation of these
assays uses a single cut-off point with which ELISA antibody
levels are binarily interpreted to be either seronegative or
seropositive. The sensitivity and specificity of these tests
depend on the specific cut-off point used [32]. Since performance of the cut-off can be population specific, re-calibration is
recommended for each new population [31]. However,
calibration can be impractical in some settings as it requires
sets of samples with well-characterized exposure history;
therefore, the same cut-off is frequently used across different
populations, potentially reducing the accuracy of interpretation. When put into context of dengue vaccination, this
loss of accuracy may lead to seronegative individuals being
vaccinated or seropositive cases not being vaccinated [23]
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Figure 1. Geographical locations and population demographics of An Giang (AG), Ho Chi Minh City (HC) and Quang Ngai (QN). The demographic statistics were
taken from the population census of 2014, published by the General Statistics Office (GSO) of Vietnam. The annual reported dengue incidence rates were calculated
based on the number of cases reported between 2000 and 2010 [39] and the population sizes in 2009 ( published by the GSO). (Online version in colour.)
Table 1. The number of samples used in this analysis, categorized by age
group and location. The open square brackets and the closed round
brackets in the ‘age group’ column indicate that the ranges are leftinclusive and right-exclusive.
Vietnam
age
group

An
Giang

Ho Chi
Minh City

Quang
Ngai

Chennai,
India

[00, 05)

40

43

34

0

[05, 10)
[10, 15)

48
47

42
74

34
30

109
112

[15, 20)

42

91

36

108

[20, 25)
[25, 30)

43
44

52
45

29
31

99
115

[30, 35)
[35, 40)

12
0

9
0

38
34

118
107

[40, 45)

0

0

0

31

all

276

356

266

799

were increased up to 40 (instead of 35 as in An Giang and Ho Chi
Minh City) to capture more seropositive cases.

2.2. Serological assays
Each of the selected serum samples was tested using a Panbio
Dengue IgG Indirect ELISA kit (Standard Diagnostics, Inc.,
Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions [46].

As per the manufacturer’s instructions, the concentrations
of IgG antibodies in each sample were quantified via measurement of optical density (OD). An OD cut-off value was
calculated at the end of each experiment by multiplying
the average OD of the triplicate of the calibrator (one of the
control samples of the ELISA kit) with the calibration factor
(specified for each kit by the manufacturer). The IgG level, Yi
(measured in Panbio units), of each individual, i, was calculated
as follows:
Yi ¼

OD of sample i
 10:
OD cut-off value

2.3. Statistical models
As our samples are all from one time point, it is not possible to
separate the effects of age from those of time on the FOI of
dengue [47]. In this paper, we chose to present heterogeneous
FOIs as if they were age specific; however, it is also possible to
interpret this heterogeneity as time-dependent FOIs (§4).

2.3.1. Binary models
We first estimated the FOI of dengue using a series of simple
catalytic models [47], which we refer to as binary models. In
these models, we interpreted the IgG level of each individual
as either seronegative or seropositive. Although the manufacturer of the ELISA kits suggested using a double cut-off
system to interpret the antibody levels (i.e. a sample, i, is considered seronegative when the IgG level Yi < 9, and
seropositive when Yi > 11), we simplified the interpretation
by setting a single cut-off at 10 (samples are seronegative
when Yi < 10 and seropositive when Yi ≥ 10). The effect of
this simplification on our results should be minimal as few
samples in our dataset fall into the recommended equivocal
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p
X

i ¼
E

1[ku , ai ]  (ku  ku1 )  lku1 ,ku

u¼1

2.3.3. Model fitting and model selection




þ ai  max (kv , ai )  lkv ,kvþ1 ,
kv

The binomial likelihoods of the binary models were computed as
follows:
n
Y





[1[Yi , 10]  eEi þ 1[Yi  10]  (1  eEi )],

i¼1

where θ denotes all the parameters in the models, including κ0,
…, κp and lk0 ,k1 , . . . , lk p1 ,kp ; n is the number of samples in our
dataset; and

1 if x is true
1[x] ¼
0 otherwise:

2.3.2. Continuous models
In continuous models, we assumed that the observed ELISA antibody levels of individuals depend on the number of exposures to
dengue (Ei). The antibody levels of seropositive individuals were
modelled by γ distributions. When individuals are seronegative,
their IgG levels are expected to be close to zero; therefore, the
IgG levels of this group were assumed to be exponentially
distributed.
In models with two distributions of IgG levels (i.e. Yi|Ei = 0
and Yi|Ei ≥ 1), the binomial likelihoods of the continuous
models were calculated as follows:
L(ujY) /

n
Y





[ f(Yi jEi ¼ 0)  eEi þ f(Yi jEi  1)  (1  eEi )],

This modelling analysis was divided into two major steps. In the
first step, the data from An Giang, Ho Chi Minh City and Quang
Ngai were analysed separately to estimate the FOIs of dengue
and to assess the likelihood of age-varying FOIs in each of the
locations. Five binary models and 10 continuous models, with
either constant or age-varying FOI, were tested for each population. In age-varying FOI models, the age cut-offs were either
estimated or fixed at 6 years (for models with two or three
age groups) and 18 years (for models with three age groups).
In the continuous models, the number of distributions of IgG
levels was either two or three.
In the second step, we assessed whether the distributions
of IgG levels were shared across populations by fitting four
additional continuous models to the whole Vietnamese dataset
(which included all samples from An Giang, Ho Chi Minh City
and Quang Ngai). In these models, the configuration of the
FOI in each population and the number of IgG-level distributions
were based on the best-fitting continuous models acquired from
the first step of this analysis. While the baseline model of this
group allowed all three IgG-level distributions to be population
specific, the other models tested one of the following three
assumptions: (i) all the IgG-level distributions were shared
across the populations, (ii) only the IgG-level distribution of
seronegative cases was population specific, or (iii) only those of
seropositive cases were population specific.
The models were fitted to the data using the Metropolis–
Hastings algorithm. The parameters of each model were
estimated through a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) of
800 000 iterations (with the first 300 000 iterations removed as
burn-in). Model convergence was visually assessed. Models
were compared using the deviance information criterion (DIC).
Models were classified as ‘best fitting’ if their DICs were
within a 10-unit difference compared with the lowest DIC of
the corresponding model group. The likelihood function and
chain iteration were implemented in a C++ application, whose
source code is accessible at https://gitlab.com/lamhm/igg-tofoi. Post-MCMC analyses were carried out in R [48].

i¼1

where f (Yi|Ei = 0) and f (Yi|Ei ≥ 1) are the probability density
functions of IgG levels of seronegative and seropositive individuals, respectively.
Similarly, in models with three IgG-level distributions (i.e.
Yi|Ei = 0, Yi|Ei = 1 and Yi|Ei ≥ 2), the multinomial likelihoods
were calculated as follows:
"
n
Y

f(Yi jEi ¼ 0)  eEi þ f(Yi jEi ¼ 1)
L(ujY) /
i¼1



3
1
 4e 4 Ei 1  e 4 Ei þ f(Yi jEi  2)



3
1

 1  eEi  4e 4 Ei 1  e 4 Ei
,

where f (Yi|Ei = 0), f(Yi|Ei = 1) and f (Yi|Ei ≥ 2) are the probability
density functions of IgG levels of individuals given that they
were estimated to be seronegative (naive to dengue), primary seropositive (having experienced only primary infections) or
secondary seropositive (having experienced secondary infections),
respectively.

2.3.4. Estimating seroprevalence
The dengue seroprevalence of a group of individuals of a
given age, a, was calculated using the relationship between
age and probability of exposure, established in the catalytic
model [47],
Prev(a) ¼ 1  exp 

p
X

1[ku , a]  (ku  ku1 )  lku1 ,ku

u¼1

!


þ a  max (kv , a)  lkv ,kvþ1 ,
kv

where the values of the FOIs (λ’s) were drawn from the
posteriors of the tested models.

2.3.5. Estimating primary-seropositive probability based on
IgG-level distributions
To demonstrate the potential of using the IgG-level distributions
(inferred from the continuous models) in guiding who should be
vaccinated, we built a table for each of the study populations to

4
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where ai is the age (in years) of individual i; lku1 ,ku is the total
annual FOI of all the four serotypes of dengue that the age
group between κu−1 and κu years are exposed to; κu, κu−1 are
age cut-offs (κ0 = 0 and κp = ∞); p ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the number of
age-specific FOIs in the considered model; and 1[κu < ai] is an
indicator function, i.e.

1 if ku , ai
1[ku , ai ] ¼
0 otherwise:

L(ujY) /

In this analysis, we assumed that all dengue serotypes had
equal FOIs (i.e. λ/4) and that monotypic re-exposure did not
alter IgG antibody levels.
Although it is expected that IgG levels of secondaryseropositive individuals are higher than those of primaryseropositive cases [41], we did not impose this restriction on our
models.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif

range between 9 and 11 (electronic supplementary material,
figure S1).
Let Ei denote the number of dengue serotypes by which individual i has been challenged. The probability that the individual

 i is
is still naive to dengue is P(Ei ¼ 0) ¼ eEi , in which E
calculated as follows [47]:

"
4



f(Yi jEi ¼ 0)  eEi þ f(Yi jEi ¼ 1)



3
1
 4e 4 Ei 1  e 4 Ei þ f(Yi jEi  2)


#
3
1
i
4E
4E
E
i
i
 1  e  4e
1e
,

2.4. Testing continuous models on a non-Vietnamese
population
To assess the performance of our method on a different population, we tested our continuous models on a serological
dataset of 799 samples collected from Chennai, India, in 2011
(table 1). The details of these samples have been presented
elsewhere [29].
It is noteworthy that this dataset contains only samples from
individuals older than 5 years, making it impossible to infer
age-specific FOIs for young children. Furthermore, since the
population of Chennai was exposed to a very high annual
FOI of dengue (0.23 between 2004 and 2011 and 0.10 before
2004) [29], it is likely that the majority of the cases in this dataset
had experienced a secondary exposure. This was presumably
the main cause of the lack of samples with low or moderate
IgG levels in the dataset, thus rendering it difficult to infer the
IgG-level distributions for seronegative and primary cases. To
overcome this issue, we used the posteriors of the IgG-level distributions of seronegative and primary-seropositive cases from a
Vietnamese population (inferred from the previous analysis) as
strong priors for the corresponding IgG-level distributions of
Chennai.
Six continuous models with three IgG-level distributions (as
the analysis on the Vietnamese populations strongly supported
three IgG-distribution models; see §3) were fitted to the data
from Chennai. The FOI in Chennai was considered as being
either constant or time varying (note that we interpret the heterogeneity of the FOI in Chennai as being time dependent as
suggested in the original paper). The time cut-offs were either
estimated or set at 6, 7 and 18 years (before 2011). The 7 year
cut-off was added into this analysis based on the findings of
the original paper [29]. Each of the models was fitted through
an removed as burn-in.

3. Results
Eight of 15 binary models that were tested on the data
obtained from the Vietnamese populations resulted in converged chains (electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Six of the seven unconverged models had age-varying FOI
with estimated age cut-offs. The other unconverged model
(AgiBin04), although having fixed age cut-offs, could not

3.1. Force of infection of dengue in the Vietnamese
population
All the best-fitting models suggest that, in the long term, individuals in An Giang and Ho Chi Minh City experienced a
significantly higher risk of infection than those in Quang
Ngai (table 2 and electronic supplementary material, table
S1). In comparison with the binary models, the continuous
models tended to result in slightly lower FOI estimates for
An Giang and higher approximations for Ho Chi Minh City
and Quang Ngai.
The best-fitting models for An Giang unequivocally
suggest an age-varying FOI. In other words, individuals in
An Giang showed a low FOI of 0.06 (95% credible interval
(CI): 0.04–0.09, in AgiBin02) or 0.04 (95% CI: 0.02–0.07, in
AgiCon33) prior to the age of 6 years (AgiBin02) or 9.6 years
(AgiCon33) and experienced a much higher FOI of 0.17
(95% CI: 0.13–0.21, in AgiBin02) or 0.20 (95% CI: 0.15–0.29,
in AgiCon33) after that. One of the continuous models
(AgiCon34) indicates that individuals in An Giang may have
been exposed to the highest FOI after they reached 18
years; however, the difference between the FOI estimates of
the above 18 years age group and that of the 6–18 years
age group is not statistically significant.
Meanwhile, the results for Ho Chi Minh City and Quang
Ngai suggest that the FOIs of dengue in these locations were
likely to be constant. Although some of the best-fitting
models for Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai also suggest
age-varying FOIs, the FOI estimates in these models varied
little (not statistically significant) across age groups. In Ho
Chi Minh City, the FOI was around 0.07 (95% CI: 0.06–0.09,
in HcmBin01) or 0.12 (95% CI: 0.11–0.14, in HcmCon31). In
Quang Ngai, the estimate was 0.03 (95% CI: 0.02–0.04, in
QngBin01) or 0.05 (95% CI: 0.11–0.14, in QngCon31).

3.2. Seroprevalence of dengue in the Vietnamese
population
The seroprevalences of dengue in An Giang, Ho Chi Minh
City and Quang Ngai were inferred based on the FOI estimates from the models with the lowest DIC (table 3 and
figure 2). Compared with binary models, continuous
models gave lower seroprevalence estimates for An Giang,
but resulted in higher estimates for Ho Chi Minh City
and Quang Ngai. The binary models estimated that 57.2%
(95% CI: 50.6%–64.2%, in AgiBin02) of 9 year olds (the
recommended age group for Dengvaxia) in An Giang
were dengue seropositive, while only 49.0% (95% CI:
44.5%–53.6%, in HcmBin01) in Ho Chi Minh City and 23.4%
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where f (Yi|Ei = 0), f (Yi|Ei = 1) and f(Yi|Ei = 2) are, respectively,
the probability density functions of the seronegative, the primary-seropositive and the secondary-seropositive IgG-level
 i can be calculated when the
distributions; and the variable E
age of the sample and the FOI are given.
The FOIs and the IgG-level distributions used for this
demonstration were based on the median estimates from the
best-fitting continuous models.

estimate the FOI for the age group of above 18 years in An
Giang since the seroprevalence of this age group may have
been saturated at nearly 100%.
Fitting the continuous models to the data from An Giang,
Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai separately led to 19 converged chains (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
All of the 11 models that did not converge had issue estimating the age cut-offs for age-varying FOIs. For all three
populations, models with three distributions for IgG levels
significantly improved the goodness of fit compared with
models with only two IgG-level distributions. All of the
four continuous models that were fitted to the whole
Vietnamese dataset converged.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif

show the probability that individuals of particular age groups
with certain IgG levels were primary seropositive. Each
probability was calculated as follows:



3
1
P(Ei ¼ 1jYi ) ¼ f(Yi jEi ¼ 1)  4e4 Ei 1  e 4 Ei

force of infectionb

age groups

An Giang

Ho Chi Minh City

a

count

cut-offsa

ﬁrst age group

second age group

third age group

AgiCon33 (1936)

2

9.60 (7.12; 14.08)

0.04 (0.02; 0.07)

0.20 (0.15; 0.29)

—

AgiCon32 (1941)
AgiCon34 (1943)

2
3

6
6 and 18

0.04 (0.02; 0.06)
0.04 (0.02; 0.07)

0.15 (0.12; 0.18)
0.14 (0.10; 0.18)

—
0.20 (0.09; 0.37)

HcmCon31 (2431)
HcmCon32 (2431)

1
2

—
6

0.12 (0.11; 0.14)
0.10 (0.06; 0.15)

—
0.14 (0.11; 0.17)

—
—

HcmCon34 (2432)
QngCon31 (1727)

3
1

6 and 18
—

0.09 (0.05; 0.14)
0.05 (0.04; 0.06)

0.15 (0.11; 0.20)
—

0.10 (0.02; 0.19)
—

QngCon32 (1727)

2

6

0.08 (0.04; 0.12)

0.04 (0.03; 0.06)

—

QngCon34 (1727)

3

6 and 18

0.09 (0.05; 0.14)

0.03 (0.00; 0.06)

0.06 (0.03; 0.09)

The age cut-off in the model AgiCon33 was estimated by the MCMC run. In the other models, the age cut-offs (if applicable) were ﬁxed.
In models with age-varying force of infection, the ﬁrst age group corresponds to the youngest age group.

b

Table 3. Estimates of the median age of infection and the proportion of 9-year-olds being seropositive. The numbers were approximated by the following
models: AgiBin02 and AgiCon33 (for An Giang), HcmBin01 and HcmCon31 (for Ho Chi Minh City) and QngBin01 and QngCon31 (for Quang Ngai). Numbers in
brackets represent the 95% credible intervals of the estimates. In these estimates, the FOIs of Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai were assumed to be constant
over age and time. Meanwhile, the FOI of An Giang was assumed to be age dependent (rather than time dependent) with an age cut-off ﬁxed at 6 years (in
the binary model, AgiBin02) or estimated at 9.6 years (in the continuous model, AgiCon33).
binary model

continuous model

population

median age of infection

seroprevalence at
9 years old (%)

median age of infection

seroprevalence at
9 years old (%)

An Giang

8.1 (7.0; 8.9)

57.2 (50.6; 64.2)

11.0 (9.1; 12.9)

34.7 (21.4; 49.5)

Ho Chi Minh City
Quang Ngai

9.3 (8.1; 10.6)
23.4 (19.7; 28.5)

49.0 (44.5; 53.6)
23.4 (19.6; 27.2)

5.7 (5.1; 6.4)
13.4 (10.9; 16.9)

66.8 (62.2; 70.9)
37.2 (30.8; 43.5)

(95% CI: 19.6%–27.2%, in QngBin01) in Quang Ngai were seropositive. Nevertheless, results from the continuous models
suggest that Ho Chi Minh City had the highest seroprevalence among populations with 66.8% (95% CI: 62.2%–70.9%,
in HcmCon31) of 9-year-olds being seropositive; meanwhile,
the number was 34.7% (95% CI: 21.4%–49.5%, in AgiCon33)
for An Giang and 37.2% (95% CI: 30.8%–43.5%, in
QngCon31) for Quang Ngai. In general, the median ages of
infection in An Giang (AgiBin02: 8.1 years; AgiCon33: 11.0
years) and Ho Chi Minh City (HcmBin01: 9.3 years;
HcmCon31: 5.7 years) are substantially lower than the estimate
for Quang Ngai (QngBin01: 23.4 years; QngCon31: 13.4 years).

3.3. IgG-level distributions from continuous models
All the best-fitting continuous models acquired from analysing
the data of each population separately suggest three distributions for IgG levels (table 4 and figure 3). These
distributions, in order of increasing mean values, correspond
to three exposure classes: dengue-naive individuals (seronegative), individuals with primary exposures ( primary
seropositive) and individuals with secondary exposures
(secondary seropositive). In all three populations, the IgG

levels of secondary-seropositive cases were well separated
from those of seronegative cases. However, primary IgG
levels and seronegative IgG levels are less distinguishable—
especially in Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai—as the
two distributions overlap. An Giang stands out with the
mean IgG levels of seronegative cases (AgiCon33: 5.3 (95%
CI: 4.1–7.1)) and primary cases (32.4 (95% CI: 28.4–36.2)) notably higher than those in Ho Chi Minh City (HcmCon31: 1.3 for
seronegative individuals, 14.9 for primary individuals) and
Quang Ngai (QngCon31: 1.6 for seronegative individuals and
15.1 for primary individuals). The secondary IgG distribution
for An Giang (mean: 43.8; standard deviation (s.d.): 4.7), however, closely resembles that of Quang Ngai (mean: 42.4; s.d.:
5.9) and has a slightly higher mean than that of Ho Chi
Minh City (mean: 37.5; s.d.: 4.5).
The four additional continuous models designed to
test the population specificity of the IgG-level distributions
were configured to have (i) constant FOIs for Ho Chi
Minh City and Quang Ngai, (ii) an age-varying FOI for An
Giang (with two age groups), and (iii) three distributions
for IgG levels (this configuration was based on AgiCon33,
HcmCon31 and QngCon31). The results from this group of
models show that allowing the IgG-level distribution to be
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Quang Ngai

model (DIC)
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Table 2. Median estimates of the annual forces of infection of dengue from the best-ﬁtting continuous models that were ﬁtted on the data of An Giang, Ho
Chi Minh City or Quang Ngai separately. Numbers in brackets represent the 95% credible intervals of the estimates. All of the listed models support three IgGlevel distributions.
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Figure 2. The seroprevalence of dengue in the study populations. The bars represent the proportion (with 95% confidence intervals) of samples in each age group
of 4 years that have IgG levels above 10 Panbio units. The lines show the estimates of seroprevalence from 1000 simulations, of which the parameters were drawn
from the posteriors of the following models: AgiCon33 (for An Giang), HcmCon31 (for Ho Chi Minh City) and QngCon31 (for Quang Ngai). (Online version in colour.)

Table 4. Median estimates of the mean and the standard deviation (s.d.) of the IgG-level distributions inferred from the best-ﬁtting continuous models that
were ﬁtted on the data of An Giang, Ho Chi Minh City or Quang Ngai separately. Numbers in brackets represent the 95% highest probability density range of
the estimates. In the models below, all IgG-level distributions were estimated for each population separately.
primary seropositive

An Giang

Ho Chi Minh City

Quang Ngai

model (DIC)

mean and s.d. of
seronegative

mean

AgiCon33 (1936)

5.3 (4.1; 7.1)

32.4 (28.4; 36.2)

AgiCon32 (1941)
AgiCon34 (1943)

5.3 (4.1; 7.1)
5.3 (4.0; 7.0)

HcmCon31 (2431)
HcmCon32 (2431)

secondary seropositive
mean

s.d.

10.1 (7.9; 13.1)

43.8 (42.5; 45.0)

4.7 (3.7; 6.0)

32.4 (28.5; 36.1)
32.3 (28.3; 36.1)

10.0 (7.8; 12.8)
10.0 (7.8; 13.1)

44.1 (42.8; 45.2)
43.9 (42.6; 45.1)

4.5 (3.7; 5.7)
4.7 (3.7; 5.9)

1.3 (1.0; 1.8)
1.3 (1.0; 1.8)

14.9 (11.9; 18.5)
15.0 (12.0; 18.6)

10.8 (8.1; 14.0)
10.8 (8.1; 14.0)

37.5 (36.7; 38.3)
37.5 (36.7; 38.3)

4.5 (3.9; 5.3)
4.5 (3.9; 5.3)

HcmCon34 (2432)
QngCon31 (1727)

1.3 (1.0; 1.8)
1.6 (1.2; 2.1)

14.9 (11.9; 18.5)
15.1 (10.3; 21.2)

10.7 (8.1; 13.9)
15.8 (10.6; 23.9)

37.5 (36.7; 38.3)
42.4 (40.4; 44.3)

4.6 (3.9; 5.3)
5.9 (4.4; 7.9)

QngCon32 (1727)

1.5 (1.1; 2.0)

14.5 (9.3; 22.0)

14.3 (9.2; 20.4)

42.4 (40.4; 44.3)

6.0 (4.5; 8.1)

QngCon34 (1727)

1.5 (1.1; 2.0)

14.3 (9.3; 21.4)

14.1 (9.1; 20.3)

42.3 (40.3; 44.2)

6.1 (4.6; 8.2)

population specific substantially improved the goodness of fit
(electronic supplementary material, table S2).

3.4. Estimating primary-seropositive probability based
on IgG level and patient age
To demonstrate the potential of incorporating sample age and
dengue FOI into the interpretation of IgG levels, a probability

s.d.

table showing the likelihood of individuals being primary
seropositive was generated for each of the study populations
(figure 4; electronic supplementary material, figures S2 and
S3). The FOI estimates and the IgG-level distributions used
for the calculation were taken from the lowest DIC continuous models: AgiCon33 (for An Giang), HcmCon31 (for Ho
Chi Minh City) and QngCon31 (for Quang Ngai). In general,
the tables suggest that using an ELISA cut-off of 11 Panbio
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Figure 3. The histogram of the measured IgG levels (bars) and the inferred IgG-level distributions (lines) of the three exposure classes (seronegative, primary
seropositive and secondary seropositive) across the study populations. The IgG-level distributions were simulated 1000 times based on the posteriors of the following
models: AgiCon33 (for An Giang), HcmCon31 (for Ho Chi Minh City) and QngCon31 (for Quang Ngai). (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 4. Demonstration of using a continuous model to estimate the probability of a given sample being primary seropositive. This estimation method makes use
of not only the IgG levels (measured by ELISAs) but also the ages of patients and the force of infection of dengue in the population. This probability table was built
based on the IgG-level distributions and the median FOI estimate of An Giang, inferred from the AgiCon33 model. The left-most area of the table (in blue) represents individuals who are likely to be seronegative. Meanwhile, individuals falling into the rightmost area (also in blue) are likely to be secondary seropositive.
(Online version in colour.)

3.5. Testing continuous models on Chennai data

4. Discussion
In this analysis, we used a basic age seroprevalence approach
to infer the FOI of dengue virus at three sites in Vietnam. Multiple models of FOI and antibody acquisition were tested, with
the majority of best-fitting models agreeing that Quang Ngai
had a lower overall FOI than Ho Chi Minh City or An Giang
and that the FOI in An Giang was likely to be age varying,
while the FOIs in Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai were
generally constant. In addition, we show that using a quantitative approach to IgG levels (measured by indirect ELISAs) can
help to distinguish primary-seropositive samples from secondary-seropositive samples by using the relationship between age
and serostatus (i.e. older individuals are more likely to be secondary seropositive in long-term endemic settings) to calibrate
the relationship between IgG level and serostatus.
Although we cannot perform a direct statistical comparison between the continuous models and the binary models, it
is likely that the continuous models would generally lead to
more robust results. First, the continuous models do not
suffer from the loss of information due to the categorization
of IgG levels and, hence, may yield more precise information
(e.g. the age cut-offs of An Giang could only be estimated
in the continuous models). Second, the histograms of the
IgG-level data from each of the populations show better fit
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Using the posteriors of Ho Chi Minh City or Quang Ngai as
the priors for the seronegative and the primary-seropositive
IgG-level distributions of Chennai always led to either nonconvergence of the models or implausible results (e.g. the
distribution mean of primary-IgG levels falling below 10 or
unrealistically high FOI estimates). Therefore, in this section,
we choose to present only the results from the models that
used the posteriors of An Giang as the priors.
Five of the six tested continuous models for Chennai—
with the posteriors of the AgiCon33 model (the lowest DIC
model for An Giang) used as the priors—resulted in converged chains (electronic supplementary material, table S3).
All of the best-fitting models support a time-varying FOI in
Chennai with a time cut-off of 6.4–13.3 years. According to
the parameters estimated with these models, a recent
period during which the FOI in Chennai was very high
(CheCon32e: 0.28; 95% CI: 0.23–0.33) was preceded by a
period with a much lower FOI (CheCon32e: 0.06; 95% CI:
0.04–0.08). The estimated seropositive-IgG and primary-IgG
distributions of Chennai (electronic supplementary material,
figure S5) closely resemble the corresponding distributions
for An Giang, with the distribution means, respectively,
being 4.8 (95% CI: 3.7–6.1, in CheCon32e) and 32.3 (95% CI:
30.3–34.4, in CheCon32e). Meanwhile, the distribution of
secondary-IgG levels of Chennai has a slightly lower mean
(CheCon32e: 41.1; 95% CI: 40.9–41.9) than that of An Giang
(AgiCon33: 43.8; 95% CI: 42.5–45.0).

to a mixture of three γ distributions (as in the continuous
models) rather than to a categorical distribution. Finally,
while the sensitivity and the specificity of the ELISA are
mathematically incorporated into the continuous models
(via the IgG-level distributions), these factors are not considered in the binary models; this seems to be the major
reason for the discrepancy in the FOI and the
seroprevalence estimates between the two categories of models.
The non-constant FOI of An Giang can be interpreted in
two ways. When interpreted as time dependent, this heterogeneity would mean that the FOI of dengue in An Giang
quickly decreased from 0.17–0.20 before 2005 to 0.04–0.06
after 2005 (the time cut-off is around 10 years prior to the
sample collection). On the other hand, interpreting the
heterogeneous FOI of An Giang as age specific would
mean that individuals older than 10 years in this population
were constantly exposed to very high transmission while the
below 10 years age group experienced a low risk of infection,
thus substantially delaying the median age of infection.
Although a time-varying FOI could be caused by demographic changes or control efforts over time [28,49], it is
more likely that the FOI of An Giang was age dependent
for two reasons. First, according to national surveillance,
the annual number of reported dengue cases in An Giang
was generally stable across the years between 1994 and 2010
[39,50]. Second, interpreting the FOI as age varying in our continuous models led to seroprevalence estimates (table 3) that
are consistent with the seroprevalence of 22–30% among
9-year-olds, approximated by a cohort study in Long Xuyen
(the capital city of An Giang) between 2003 and 2007 [51].
However, further study is needed to confirm whether the
FOI of An Giang is age or time specific as this will affect
vaccination strategies. An age-varying FOI (inferred from the
past data) could be used directly for vaccine recommendations
in the near future. Meanwhile, a time-varying FOI would be
useful only if we have adequate understanding of why and
how transmission intensity changes over time.
While the binary models led to lower FOI estimates for
Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai, compared with the
continuous models, this may be an artefact of many
primary-seropositive individuals being misclassified as
seronegative in the binary models due to the overlapping
IgG-level distributions of primary-seropositive and seronegative cases (shown by the continuous models). Despite the
difficulty of reliably comparing FOI estimates inferred from
serological and case data [52], the constant FOI of Ho Chi
Minh City (around 0.12) estimated from our best-fitting continuous models generally agrees with the previous findings,
which used case data to infer the city’s annual attack rate
of dengue to be 11.6% [38]. Since this is the first study to
measure the FOI of dengue in Quang Ngai, we cannot
validate our estimates in this population. However, the low
transmission intensity inferred by our models fits well with
the low incidence rate in Quang Ngai [39] (figure 1).
The fact that our continuous models led to estimates that are
consistent with the findings of other studies (which used different types of data or different methods of sample collection)
indicates that sampling bias is unlikely to be a major issue in
our analysis despite the sera used in this study being residual
samples collected from hospitals. Furthermore, testing the continuous models on the population of Chennai resulted in
mostly similar outcomes to the study from which the data
were collected [29], indicating the robustness of our method.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif

units (as suggested by the manufacturer of the kits) would
lead to many seronegative cases in An Giang being misclassified as seropositive and many primary-seropositive cases
in Ho Chi Minh City and Quang Ngai being misclassified
as seronegative. Furthermore, within a population, children
are more likely to be seronegative than adults if they have
the same low or moderate IgG level.
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being seronegative and, hence, would not receive the vaccine.
Conversely, if the ELISA cut-off was reduced to increase the
number of primary-seropositive recipients, the risk of vaccinating a large number of seronegative individuals would
also increase. Although using double cut-offs (with an equivocal buffer between the seronegative and the seropositive
ranges, as suggested by the manufacturer of our ELISA
kits) may reduce the misclassification rate, it is not helpful
in the context of dengue vaccination since we still have to
decide whether individuals with equivocal results should
receive the vaccine. It has been shown that the severity of
this misclassification problem strongly depends on dengue
transmission intensity, hence the need to take local FOI into
account when carrying out pre-vaccination screening
[23,54]. In this work, we push this idea a step further by
showing that patient age is another factor that should be
incorporated into the interpretation of ELISA results. In
other words, by combining age, IgG level and dengue FOI,
one can calculate a probability table (figure 4) to assess the
likelihood of each sample being primary seropositive.
Although more studies are needed to apply this method at
individual levels, there is potential to use this probability
table at population scales. For instance, one should consider
having different ELISA cut-offs for different age groups in
population serosurveillance. More specifically, higher ELISA
cut-offs should be set for lower age groups to compensate
for the lower likelihood of younger age groups being seropositive. Additionally, in a routine vaccination campaign, our
method can be employed to estimate the number of vaccine
doses not given to primary-seropositive individuals and,
thus, to calculate the effectiveness of the campaign.
This work shows the potential of using IgG titre data
quantitatively for refining estimates of FOIs and for enhancing the accuracy of ELISA result interpretation. Our
models show robust performance across different transmission settings. These results suggest that Ho Chi Minh
City may be a suitable target for routine testing and vaccination campaigns against dengue, but that Quang Ngai and
An Giang may not be or may require testing and vaccination
at much higher ages.
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Additionally, in a preliminary analysis (data not presented), we
also found that the results of our continuous models were not
sensitive to the assumption of whether monotypic re-exposure
did alter IgG antibody levels.
The high distribution mean of primary-IgG levels in
An Giang and probably also in Chennai (although the analysis of Chennai was based on strong priors) may result from
the very high transmission rates in the two locations. A possible explanation for this finding is that a primary infection
would increase IgG to a moderately high level, which eventually wanes if infection does not recur [41]. In other
words, high FOIs in An Giang and Chennai could reflect
high proportions of individuals with homotypic boosting or
recent primary infections (so that their IgG levels had not
yet waned). An alternative hypothesis that could explain
the differences—not only in the primary-IgG levels but also
in the seronegative-IgG levels—between An Giang and the
other Vietnamese populations is the possibility that the
distributions of IgG levels may be age dependent (even for
individuals in the same exposure class). As the age structures
of seronegative and primary-seropositive cases were
very different across the populations, this would lead to
differences in the IgG-level distributions.
The results from our models indicate that, compared
with secondary-seropositive cases, primary-seropositive individuals have a higher chance of being misclassified as
seronegative. The inferred IgG-level distributions from the
continuous models suggest that a secondary infection generally leads to a higher IgG level than a primary infection. In
fact, this IgG-boosting phenomenon has been observed in
dengue patients for many years [41]; however, only one
study has quantified this at a population level [53]. Additionally, our findings are consistent with the reported sensitivities
in the manual of the ELISA kits, with the sensitivities of primary and secondary cases, respectively, being 33.3% (95% CI:
23.4–44.5) and 97.9% (95% CI: 92.5–99.7) in one test and
87.0% (95% CI: 66.4–97.2) and 100% (95% CI: 96.1–100) in
another test [46] (we cannot specify why the sensitivities
varied greatly between these tests as the manual descriptions
are vague).
The low sensitivity of the ELISA on samples from
primary-seropositive individuals (as observed in practice
and confirmed in our continuous models) is particularly problematic when put into context of the recommended dengue
vaccination strategy. On the one hand, we could take a
conservative approach to avoid vaccinating seronegative
individuals, probably by increasing the cut-off for the
assay. In this case, most people with primary exposures—
the main targets of the vaccine—would be misclassified as
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